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Transcription factors (TFs) recognize short sequence motifs that are
present in millions of copies in large eukaryotic genomes. TFsmust
distinguish their target binding sites from a vast genomic excess
of spurious motif occurrences; however, it is unclear whether
functional sites are distinguished from nonfunctional motifs by
local primary sequence features or by the larger genomic context in
which motifs reside. We used a massively parallel enhancer assay in
living mouse retinas to compare 1,300 sequences bound in the
genome by the photoreceptor transcription factor Cone-rod ho-
meobox (Crx), to 3,000 control sequences. We found that very short
sequences bound in the genome by Crx activated transcription at
high levels, whereas unbound genomic regions with equal num-
bers of Crx motifs did not activate above background levels, even
when liberated from their larger genomic context. High local GC
content strongly distinguishes bound motifs from unbound motifs
across the entire genome. Our results show that the cis-regulatory
potential of TF-bound DNA is determined largely by highly local
sequence features and not by genomic context.
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Detailed maps of transcription factor (TF)-bound genomic
regions are being produced by consortium-driven efforts

such as ENCODE (1), yet the sequence features that distinguish
functional cis-regulatory sites from the millions of spurious motif
occurrences in large eukaryotic genomes are poorly understood
(2–6). Several models have been proposed to explain how TFs
distinguish between functional cis-regulatory elements (CREs)
and nonfunctional motif occurrences (3, 6, 7). In one model,
large-scale chromatin context directs TF binding to target sites
while limiting TF access to spurious motif occurrences (7–9).
This model is supported by recent analyses of genomic DNaseI
hypersensitivity, which show that only 1% of the genome typi-
cally resides in open chromatin in any given cell type (1, 10),
suggesting that most spurious motif occurrences are inaccessible.
A second model states that target sites are recognized through
cooperative TF binding to highly specific combinations of
sequence motifs, which are unlikely to occur by chance in
nonregulatory regions of the genome (6, 11). This model is
supported by evidence that the binding specificity of many TFs
is affected by cooperative interactions with cofactors (12). A
third model states that most TF binding is promiscuous, low
occupancy, and nonfunctional, whereas functional CREs are
characterized by high TF occupancy, achieved through either
a permissive chromatin context or high affinity for TFs (3, 6).
This model is motivated by recent genomewide binding studies
demonstrating that binding locations of functionally diverse TFs
overlap substantially (13, 14), a result that suggests binding is
unlikely to be primarily determined by rare, specific combina-
tions of cooperative interactions. Regardless of the mechanisms
by which TFs select functional CREs, the distinction between
functional and nonfunctional motif occurrences must ultimately
depend on information encoded either locally or within the
larger sequence context surrounding functional CREs.

To distinguish between these models, we used CRE-seq, a mas-
sively parallel reporter gene assay (15–17), to compare the cis-
regulatory activity of Cone-rod homeobox (Crx)-bound DNA
identified by ChIP-seq in murine photoreceptors (18), against the
activity of unbound genomic regions with equivalent numbers of
Crx motif occurrences. We assayed very short (84 bp) sequences
centered on Crx ChIP-seq peaks (average length 267 bp); none-
theless, in our assay, we found major differences in activity between
short genomic sequences with Crx motifs taken from ChIP-seq
peaks and short sequences with equivalent numbers of Crx motifs
taken from genomic regions that were unbound in ChIP-seq assays.

Results
We used high-throughput oligonucleotide synthesis (19) to cre-
ate a library of 84-bp sequences, each fused to a 9-bp barcode.
We included 1,298 of 5,595 ChIP-seq peaks [herein called Crx-
bound regions (CBRs)] and 3,035 control sequences (Fig. 1A).
Specifically, we included 865 CBRs with at least one Crx motif,
and because we found that 35% of all CBRs lack a high-quality
Crx motif, we included 433 CBRs that lack Crx motifs. As con-
trols, we included 865 regions that contain Crx motifs, but which
are not bound by Crx in the genome [unbound regions (UBRs)].
UBRs were specifically chosen to match the Crx motif content
and chromosomal distribution of the CBRs with Crx motifs (Fig.
S1). Additionally, we included mutant versions of CBRs in which
each Crx motif was inactivated by a point mutation (20) and
three sets of controls generated by scrambling the individual
sequences of a subset of CBRs and UBRs while preserving all
dinucleotide frequencies of the original sequences. Thus, the
library included 4,333 sequences, each represented by three
independent barcodes, resulting in a total library of 12,999
uniquely barcoded sequences.
Between the library sequence and the barcode, we cloned the

photoreceptor-specific Rhodopsin minimal promoter fused to
a DsRed reporter gene, to create the final reporter gene library
(Fig. 1A) (15). We electroporated the library into explanted
newborn mouse retinas. After culturing, we measured reporter
expression levels by extracting RNA and sequencing the barc-
odes in the RNA samples and the original plasmid DNA pool.
To calculate expression for each library sequence, we averaged
the RNA/DNA ratio across three barcodes from six replicate
experiments. We observed a high correlation between CRE-seq
expression of individual barcodes in different biological repli-
cates (mean Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.95; Fig. S2).
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Sequences from Crx ChIP-seq Peaks Drive Activation in CRE-seq,
Whereas Unbound Sequences with Crx Motifs Do Not. We found
that many CBRs drove high levels of transcription, whereas
UBRs with equivalent numbers of Crx motifs did not activate
transcription above levels produced by their matched scrambled
DNA controls, suggesting that unbound Crx motifs are in-
trinsically nonfunctional; 23.9% of the CBRs with Crx motifs
drove reporter gene expression above the 95th percentile of the
corresponding scrambled CBR sequences (Fig. 1B), and this was
also true of 20.3% of CBRs lacking Crx motifs (Fig. 1C). In
contrast with CBRs, only 7.0% of UBRs drove expression above
the 95th percentile of scrambled UBRs (Fig. 1D), despite the
fact that UBRs contained as many high-quality motifs as the
CBRs and more Crx motifs than the scrambled sequences
(Fig. S1). Overall, the distribution of CBR activity differed
substantially from the corresponding scrambled sequence
distributions at all expression levels, whereas this was not true of
UBRs (Fig. 1 B–D, Insets). Pairwise comparisons between CBRs
and their corresponding scrambled sequences showed that 77%
of CBRs with motifs and 72% of CBRs lacking motifs showed
activity that differed significantly from that of the scrambled
version of the sequence; this was true for 64% of UBRs.
Scrambled CBRs were more likely to lose activity relative to the
original sequence, whereas scrambled UBRs were equally likely
to gain or lose activity, further indicating that UBRs lack specific
function (Fig. S3). Because the flanking sequence context in our
plasmid-based assay was identical for CBRs and UBRs, our
results demonstrate that much of the cis-regulatory potential of

CREs is determined by sequence features that are independent
of genomic context and highly localized within the central 84 bp
of individual ChIP-seq peaks.
We found that both CBRs with Crx motifs and UBRs were

more likely than the scrambled DNA controls to strongly repress
transcription, whereas CBRs lacking Crx motifs were not; 11.7%
of CBRs with motifs and 14.4% of UBRs drove reporter ex-
pression below the level of the fifth percentile of the corre-
sponding scrambled distribution (Fig. 1, B and D), whereas only
5.5% of CBRs lacking motifs did so (Fig. 1C). Overall, our
results show that both bound and unbound Crx motifs, removed
from their genomic context, can produce repression, whereas
only bound regions can strongly activate.
Although neither UBRs nor scrambled sequences drove high

levels of transcription, nearly all of these sequences did exhibit
some cis-regulatory potential in our assay. Individual CRE
sequences produced distinct and reproducible levels of expres-
sion that differed from the distribution mean (Fig. S4). These
results show that most sequences, including those generated by
scrambling genomic sequences, can produce some cis-regulatory
effects. They also explain why most UBR sequences alter their
activity on scrambling, despite the overall resemblance between
the UBR and scrambled distributions. This underscores the im-
portance of comparing the results from ChIP-seq peaks to dis-
tributions of control sequences and not simply to a small set of
representative controls.
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Fig. 1. CBRs drive higher activation than scrambled DNA controls, whereas UBRs with Crx motifs do not. (A) Structure of CRE reporter genes and a list of number
of sequences and Crx motif occurrences by CRE type. Some scrambled CREs contain motifs that were generated fortuitously by the scrambling algorithm.
Distribution of CRE-seq log2 expression for (B) CBRs with Crx motifs, (C) CBRs lacking Crx motifs, and (D) UBRs with Crx motifs (blue) compared with the cor-
responding scrambled DNA distributions (green). Vertical dashed lines show 5th and 95th percentiles of scrambled distributions, and the percentage of the
original (blue) and scrambled (green) distributions beyond the dashed lines are given. (Insets) Quantile-quantile plots, shown on a nonlogarithmic scale,
comparing expression in scrambled and original distributions. Differences between distributions are indicated by the deviation of data points from the diagonal.
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Regulatory Potential of Crx ChIP-seq Peak Sequences Depends on Crx
Motifs. Because TFs can bind promiscuously, it is unclear what
fraction of TF-bound regions are genuinely functional (2, 13, 14).
We found that most CBRs exhibit activity that depends on the
presence of Crx motifs, suggesting that most CBRs are poten-
tially functional. We compared the cis-regulatory potential of
WT CBRs with Crx motifs (WTCBRs) against the cis-regulatory
potential of matching, mutated CBRs in which all Crx motifs
were inactivated (mutCBRs); 59.5% of mutCBRs exhibited ex-
pression that differed significantly from the matching WTCBR
(Fig. 2A), indicating that most CBRs have Crx-dependent reg-
ulatory potential. The strong correlation observed between
the expression level of WTCBRs and the fold change in the
mutCBRs shows that mutCBRs revert toward the mean scram-
bled DNA expression level. Thus, inactivating the Crx motifs
caused mutCBRs to behave much like the scrambled DNA
controls (Fig. 2B), which suggests that Crx motifs are neces-
sary for nearly all of the activation and repression produced
by WTCBRs.
Despite the short length of our library sequences and the

plasmid context of our assay, we found that the effects of inac-
tivating Crx sites often mirrored the expression changes of
nearby genes previously observed to be up-regulated or down-
regulated in Crx−/− retinas (21). Among the CBRs in our library
whose expression changed significantly when Crx sites were
inactivated, 14 are nearest up-regulated genes, and 42 are
nearest down-regulated genes (18). Mutant versions of CBRs
near genes up-regulated in Crx−/− retina were likely to increase
expression in our assay (median fold change = 5.12), whereas
mutant versions of CBRs near Crx−/− down-regulated genes were
likely to decrease expression (median fold change = 0.56; Fig.
2C). These results provide additional support for the highly local
and context-independent nature of the cis-regulatory potential of
Crx-bound regions.

High Local GC Content Distinguishes Functional Crx Sites from
Nonfunctional Crx Motif Occurrences in the Genome. We sought to
identify sequence features that might explain the differences in
regulatory potential between CBRs and UBRs. Neither affinity

for Crx (Fig. S5A) nor Crx occupancy previously measured by
ChIP-seq (Fig. S5C) was quantitatively predictive of CRE ex-
pression level. We found no specific enrichment for additional
TF motifs in either class of CBRs, including the photoreceptor
TF Nrl (Fig. S6) (22).
High G and C nucleotide content was the sequence feature

that most strongly differentiated CBRs from UBRs in our li-
brary. CBRs were previously shown to be GC rich relative to the
genome average, including CBRs that do not reside in CpG is-
lands (18). We found that this result also holds when CBRs are
compared directly to unbound genomic regions with equal
numbers of Crx motifs (Fig. 3A), although GC fraction does not
quantitatively predict CRE expression (Fig. S5B). CBRs lacking
Crx motifs are particularly GC rich, suggesting that these CBRs
form a distinct class in which other sequence features compen-
sate for the lack of Crx motifs. Consistent with this observation,
CBRs lacking Crx motifs in our library are more likely to occur in
CpG islands than CBRs with Crx motifs or unbound regions with
Crx motifs (Fig. S7).
We found that high local GC content identifies bound Crx

motifs across the entire mouse genome. GC fraction in the
flanking sequences around a Crx motif was substantially better
than Crx motif quality as a discriminator between all bound Crx
motifs (n = 1.4 × 104) and all unbound motifs (n = 6.7 × 106) in
the mouse genome [Fig. 3B; area under the curve (AUC) for
flanking GC = 0.79, AUC for Crx motif score = 0.60]. Re-
markably, GC content of the 8-bp Crx motifs alone was equal to
Crx motif quality as a discriminator between bound and unbound
Crx motifs in the genome (Fig. 3B; AUC = 0.61), despite no
correlation between the quality score and GC content of a motif
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.01).
High GC content is associated with several distinct features

that can affect the cis-regulatory potential of a sequence (4, 23),
including high nucleosome occupancy (24–26) and a wide DNA
minor groove (27, 28). In some cases, TF binding is promoted by
high nucleosome occupancy (29), and minor groove width can
affect the binding specificity of homeodomain TFs (12). Even
considering only the 84-bp sequences included in our CRE li-
brary, CBRs were distinct from UBRs in sequence features
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Fig. 2. Activity of CBRs depends on Crx motifs. (A) Relationship between mean CRE log2 expression of WTCBRs and log2 fold-change in the matching
mutCBRs. Red points indicate significantly different WT/mutant pairs (Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted P < 0.01, two-sided Welch’s t test, n = 12–18); black points
indicate nonsignificantly changed pairs. The vertical dashed line indicates the distribution mean for WTCBR expression, and the horizontal dashed line
indicates the position of no change in the mutant. (B) Distribution of CRE-seq expression for mutCBRs (blue) and scrambled CBRs with Crx motifs (green);
compare with Fig. 1B. (C) Box and whisker plots showing the distribution of fold changes of significantly different WT/mutant pairs for CBRs near genes that
are down-regulated (n = 42) or up-regulated (n = 14) in Crx−/− retina. Mutant versions of CBRs near up-regulated genes are more likely to show an increased
fold change than mutant versions of CBRs near down-regulated genes (P = 0.047, one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Distribution medians are indicated by
bold horizontal lines, and the dashed horizontal line indicates the position of no change in the mutant.
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related to nucleosome positioning and minor groove width.
Compared with UBRs, CBRs were enriched in CC/CG/GG/GC
dinucleotides (Fig. 3C) and depleted in poly-A sequences (Fig.
3D), suggesting that CBR sequences intrinsically promote higher
nucleosome occupancy than UBR sequences. CBR sequences
were also predicted to exhibit an overall wider minor groove
width (Fig. 3E), which could affect the in vivo affinity of Crx for
motif occurrences within CBRs relative to UBRs. We found that
the sequences of the Crx motifs themselves were predicted to
exhibit a wider minor groove in CBRs than in UBRs (Fig. 3F),
despite comparable motif affinities, indicating that minor groove
width could be a highly localized sequence feature that dis-
tinguishes functional from nonfunctional motifs.

Repressing ChIP-seq Peak Sequences Exhibit Low GC Content and
High Affinity for Crx. Crx is primarily known to function as
a transcriptional activator (30); however, we observed that many
CBRs produce repression that depends on the presence of a Crx
motif (Fig. 2A). We discovered two sequence features that dis-
tinguish activating CBRs with Crx motifs from repressing CBRs
with Crx motifs: (i) CBRs that repress contain more occurrences
of Crx motifs than strongly activating CBRs (Fig. 4A; mean

predicted Crx occupancy, determined by a binding model, of
activating CBRs = 2.2, repressing CBRs = 3.7) and (ii) activating
CBRs contain a higher GC fraction than repressive CBRs (Fig.
4B). The high GC content of activating CBRs relative to re-
pressive CBRs parallels the high GC content of CBRs relative to
UBRs (Fig. 3A), again indicating that functional Crx motifs that
drive transcription depend on a high GC sequence context; in the
absence of a high GC context, clusters of Crx motifs produce
repression.

Discussion
By assaying the cis-regulatory activity of very short sequences, we
demonstrated that highly local, context-independent sequence
features distinguish the functional potential of TF-bound
sequences from unbound sequences with Crx motifs. Because
each CRE in our library was tested in the same plasmid context,
any aspects of chromatin structure that distinguish the activity of
CBRs from UBRs and from scrambled DNA controls must be
locally encoded within the 84-bp sequences. Our results also
indicate that most Crx motifs in the genome are likely to be
intrinsically nonfunctional and not merely inaccessible within
a broader repressive chromatin context. Our findings suggest
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CBRs from UBRs with Crx motifs. (A) Box and
whisker plots showing distributions of GC fraction
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(n = 6.7 × 106) Crx motifs in the mouse genome.
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motif. (C) Distributions of CC/CG/GG/GC dinucleo-
tides frequencies in CRE sequences. All pairwise
comparisons between distribution means are sig-
nificant (P < 2.2 × 10−16, two-sided Welch’s t test).
(D) Total frequency of AAAA sequences per base
pair across all sequences for different CRE catego-
ries. (E) Distributions of predicted minor groove
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that, despite evidence that TFs bind promiscuously, most TF-
bound sequences have cis-regulatory potential, and this potential
is encoded by a highly local regulatory grammar that could in-
clude specific arrangements of TF motifs, as well as more general
sequence features such as minor groove width, which could po-
tentially influence both TF affinity and local chromatin structure.
Our results demonstrate the importance of comparing the

activity of candidate CREs against distributions of control
sequences, as well as the value of using multiple approaches to
assess the function of CREs. Although scrambled DNA elements
are unlikely to drive very strong levels of activation or repression
(Fig. 1 B–D), such sequences can produce distinct levels of en-
hancer activity within an intermediate range that overlaps with
the activity of many functional sequences (Fig. S4). Thus, func-
tion cannot be assessed solely by applying a threshold level
of activity; additional approaches to characterize function are
necessary, such as mutagenesis of TF binding sites. Although it
can be difficult to distinguish between the activity of individual
functional CREs and random DNA, we have shown that our
approach has the power to discover functional differences be-
tween classes of DNA elements, such as bound and unbound TF
motifs, thereby providing a means to identify and test the role of
sequence features that distinguish those classes from each other.
Comparisons between CBRs and the various controls in our

experiment showed that a simple classifier based on the presence
of a Crx motif embedded in a locally GC-rich sequence has re-
markable power to distinguish functional from nonfunctional Crx
motifs across the mouse genome (Fig. 3B). Our results suggest
a model in which a combination of moderate affinity for Crx and
high local GC content creates a favorable sequence context for
activation, whereas repression is produced by the presence of
multiple high-affinity Crx motifs and the absence of a favorable
GC context. Although additional primary sequence features and
the specific combinations of motifs that quantitatively account
for the cis-regulatory activity of individual CBRs remain to be
identified, our results show that such features are highly local
and act independently of genomic context.

Materials and Methods
Design of CRE-seq Library Sequences. A total of 1,298 CBRs were selected from
5,595 CBRs identified in two replicate ChIP-seq experiments (18). CBRs were
chosen such that distributions of the number motifs and position weight
matrix (PWM) scores of Crx motifs in our sample were representative of the
total set of CBRs. CBRs in our sample were also selected to match the dis-
tribution of all CBRs among chromosomes. UBRs were selected by (i) dividing
the genome into overlapping 84-bp windows with start positions spaced
10 bp apart, (ii) classifying each window by number and total PWM score of
Crx motifs scoring better than a P < 0.001 threshold (see below), and (iii) for
each chromosome, choosing every nth window that contained x Crx motifs
(where x ranged from 1 to 6), such that the number of chosen windows with
x Crx motifs matched the number of chosen CBRs with x Crx motifs from that
chromosome. UBRs were resampled as necessary to ensure that (i) quality of

the Crx motifs in the selected windows approximately matched that of CBRs
and (ii) no window overlapped with any region identified as Crx bound.
Sequences were taken from the July 2007 mouse genome assembly (NCBI37/
mm9) (31). Mutant CBRs were designed by incorporating an adenine to cy-
tosine point mutation at position 4 in each Crx motif (20). All mutant
sequences were scanned to ensure that no new Crx sites were created by the
A4C mutation. Scrambled sequences were designed by 100,000 iterations of
the following procedure, which preserves all dinucleotide frequencies: (i)
from the input sequence, randomly choose two nonoverlapping sub-
sequences with identical flanking dinucleotides, and (ii) swap the positions
of the two subsequences while retaining the flanking dinucleotides. Each
CRE sequence was represented in the library three times linked to three
unique 9-bp barcodes.

Identification and Scoring of Crx Motifs. For library design, Crx motif occur-
rences were scored by the program FIMO (32), using the Crx PWM de-
termined by Lee et al. (20). We used a threshold of P < 0.001, a conservative
threshold that includes most, but not all, demonstrably functional low-
affinity Crx motifs (20). For subsequent analyses (Fig. 3 B and F), we used
a less conservative threshold of 5% affinity relative to the consensus se-
quence. As a separate, threshold-free measure of aggregate Crx affinity, we
used a binding model to calculate predicted Crx occupancy. We used the
binding model described in Eq. 1 of Zhao et al. (33), with energies E de-
termined by the Crx PWM and the parameter μ = 9. Nrl motif occurrences
were scored by FIMO using the previously described PWM (15). To perform
de novo motif discovery and search for enrichment of known TF motifs in
our library sequences, we used MEME-ChIP (34), DREME (35), and
CentriMO (36).

CRE-seq Library Construction. A library of 12,999 unique 150mer oligonu-
cleotides (oligos) was ordered through a limited licensing agreement with
Agilent Technologies. Each oligo was structured as follows: 5′ priming site
(TAGCGTCTGTCCGT)/EcoRI site/84-bp CRE sequence/SpeI site/C nucleotide/
SphI site/9-bp barcode/NotI site/3′ priming sequence (CAACTACTACTACAG).
Library sequences are given in Dataset S1.

The library was amplified and cloned as previously described (15), except
that the primers MO563 and MO564 were used (Table S1), and following
four cycles of PCR, the library was purified by electrophoresis on a 17 × 16-cm
12% polyacrylamide gel in Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer run at 200 V. After
staining with SYBR Gold (Invitrogen), gel bands were excised, and DNA was
extracted by electrophoresis into 300 μL TBE in a 0.5-mL Slide-A-Lyzer Di-
alysis Cassette G2 2K MWCO (Thermo Scientific), followed by ethanol pre-
cipitation and resuspension in 10 mM Tris, pH 8, and 0.1 mM EDTA.

The library plasmid backbone, pJK03, was created from the plasmid
Rho_basal-DsRed (18, 21) as described previously (15). Purified library
amplicons were cloned into pJK03 using EcoRI and NotI (in the amplicon)/
EagI (in the plasmid), and the Rho minimal promoter fused to DsRed was
cloned between the CRE sequence and the barcode using SpeI (in the CRE
sequence)/NheI (in the Rho promoter) and SphI, as previously described (15).
CRE and barcode sequences for 90 constructs were verified by Sanger se-
quencing, of which 63 (70%) had no mutations, 19 (21%) had single base
deletions, and 8 (9%) had larger deletions. Because each barcoded CRE was
synthesized at a single array spot containing many molecules, the majority
of sequences for any given CRE in the plasmid library will have no mutations.
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Fig. 4. Predicted Crx occupancy as determined by
a binding model (Materials and Methods) and GC
content differentiate activating and repressing
CBRs. (A) Box and whisker plots showing higher
predicted Crx occupancy in repressing CBRs. Median
Crx occupancy for each distribution is indicated by
bold horizontal lines. (n per category = 49, P = 2.11 ×
10−9, Welch’s t test). (B) Activating CBRs exhibit
a higher GC fraction than repressing CBRs (n per
category = 49, P = 4.92 × 10−7, Welch’s t test).
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CRE-seq Assay. Retinal electroporations were performed as previously de-
scribed (15, 21). Six replicate electroporations of the library were performed.
cDNA synthesis and barcode amplification were performed as described (15),
using PCR primers MO574 and MO575 (Table S1). Barcode amplicons were
digested with SphI and MfeI and ligated to Illumina adapter sequences, fol-
lowed by amplification as described (15). DNA from the plasmid library and
cDNA samples were multiplexed and run on four lanes of an Illumina HiSeq
machine, generating 48.9 million reads corresponding to the plasmid library
DNA and an average of 49.4 million reads corresponding to each cDNA
sample. Reads that did not perfectly match designed barcode sequences were
discarded, and only barcodes with greater than one read per million in the
DNA pool were used for analysis. Reads per million for each barcode from
plasmid DNA and replicate cDNA samples are given in Dataset S1.

To account for differences in barcode representation in the original
plasmid library, cDNA reads were normalized against DNA reads from the
plasmid library. The average cDNA/DNA ratio and SEs for each CRE were
calculated by error propagation across the six replicates and multiple barc-
odes as described (15). P values to determine significant differences in ex-
pression between WT and mutant CBRs were calculated using Welch’s t test
(37), and P values were adjusted using the method of Benjamini and Hoch-
berg (38). Mean normalized CRE-seq expression and SE for each sequence is
given in Dataset S2 and for pairs of WT and mutant CBRs in Dataset S3.

Sequence Analyses. CBR associations with Crx−/− up- or down-regulated genes
were taken from Corbo et al. (18). Minor groove width was predicted at base
pair resolution using the ORChID2 program (28), and ORChID2 scores were
summed across all base pairs in each CRE or Crx motif to give a total se-
quence minor groove width score.

CpG island annotations were obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser at
http://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html (39).

Statistical Tests. Two-sample Welch’s t tests and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
for differences in distribution means or cumulative distribution functions
were calculated using the t.test and ks.test functions in the package stats in
R (40). For t tests, approximate normality of the data wase evaluated using
quantile-quantile plots. Receiver operating characteristic curves and AUC
were calculated using the ROCR package in R (41).
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